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We construct a new model of two-dimensional quantum spin systems that combines intrinsic topo-
logical orders and a global symmetry called flavour symmetry. It is referred as the bilayer Doubled
Semion model (bDS) and is an instance of symmetry-enriched topological order. A honeycomb bi-
layer lattice is introduced to combine a Double Semion Topolgical Order with a global spin-flavour
symmetry to get the fractionalization of its quasiparticles. The bDS model exhibits non-trival braid-
ing self-statistics of excitations and its dual model constitutes a Symmetry-Protected Topological
Order with novel edge states. This dual model gives rise to a bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet that
is invariant under the flavour symmetry and the well-known spin flip symmetry.
PACS numbers: 05.30.Pr, 75.10.Kt, 03.65.Vf, 73.43.Nq
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological effects have a long history in condensed mat-
ter physics and in strongly correlated systems in partic-
ular. The quantum Hall effects (integer and fractional)
and the Haldane phase are two of the most outstanding
examples [1–6]. Yet, topological effects have acquired a
more prominent role in the last years when the notions
of topological orders have emerged and pervaded many
previous seemingly unrelated areas of physics.
Topological orders (TOs) are quantum phases of matter
that exhibit ground state degeneracy when the system is
on a lattice with non-trivial topology, like a torus. Their
excitations are anyons [7–10] that may exist both in the
bulk and at the boundaries of the system. These prop-
erties are robust against arbitrary local perturbations at
zero temperature. Other features of TOs are the exis-
tence of a gap in the spectrum and long-range entangle-
ment. A key ingredient in the construction of these TOs
is a gauge group of symmetry G. The elements of this
group act locally on a set of k spins leaving the Hamil-
tonian invariant. Thus, in concrete models, the Hamilto-
nian is composed of k-local operators.
In the last decade, another class of topological orders
has appeared with the discovery of topological insula-
tors and superconductors [11–27]. These are topologi-
cal phases where the fermion character of the degrees of
freedom plays a fundamental role due to the conserva-
tion of fermion parity. More recently, bosonic versions of
these phases have been discovered and they are now un-
derstood as symmetry-protected topological orders (SP-
TOs) [29–31, 33]. These are quantum phases of matter
with a gap to excitations in the bulk that have trivial
anyonic statistics. Whereas at the boundary, they may
exhibit edge/surface states with unusual properties like
being gapless and may have anyonic statistics. These
properties are robust under local perturbations that re-
spect a global symmetry group G, but not for arbitrary
ones as in the TOs. The global group G may act as an
internal group of symmetries on the spins of the system,
i.e. like an on-site symmetry, or may act as an spatial
symmetry group of the lattice [34]. SPTOs are short-
range entanglement phases since they do not have TO in
the bulk.
Given these two relevant classes of topological phases it
is a natural question whether it is possible to combine
them into a single quantum phase of matter. The idea of
unifying two classes of symmetries is not purely ascetic.
We know that when a unification happens to be possi-
ble, it comes with benefits in a better understanding of
physical phenomena underneath and with rewards in the
form of novel effects not present in the initial theories
separately.
In the case of a topological order, the additional global
symmetry produces the fractionalisation of the topo-
logical charge. The paradigmatic example is the frac-
tional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) [36–38]. Namely, the
Laughlin state with filling factor ν = 1/m is an exam-
ple of TO with global symmetry G = U(1) represent-
ing charge conservation. The quasiparticle excitations
are Abelian anyons and moreover, they have fractional
charge with respect to the electron charge: q = e/m, m
being the filling factor. Another modern example of TO
is the Doubled Semion (DS) model with spin degrees of
freedom that has a gauge group G = Z2. In general, the
fractionalisation class of an anyon describes its charac-
teristic type of topological charge fractionalisation.
Thus, the combination of intrinsic topological orders TOs
with global symmetries produces new topological phases
of matter that are now called symmetry-enriched topo-
logical orders (SETOs). They have been recently studied
in several remarkable works. Their aim is to classify novel
SET phases [31, 32], or finding new mechanisms to pro-
duce them [30, 39], or constructing explicit realizations
of these phases [34, 35] etc.
A recent fundamental discovery by Levin and Gu [30] in-
troduces a new example of SPTO with global spin flip
symmetry. The non-trivial braiding statistics of the ex-
citations implies the existence of protected edge modes
while bosonic or fermionic statistics yield no edge modes.
There is a duality transformation between spin models
and string models. Namely, the Kitaev and the DS mod-
els are referred to as string models since their anyon ex-
citations are carried by string operators. The excitations
are attached at the endpoints of these strings and conse-
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2quently they appear in pairs.
The string-flux mechanism proposed by Hermele [39] is
another explicit instance of how fractionalization of the
topological charge occurs when a global symmetry is pre-
served: an anyon of a topological ordered phase with
global symmetry may carry fractionalized quantum num-
bers with respect to the original TO without that global
symmetry. This phenomenon occurs when the string at-
tached to the anyon sweeps over a background pattern of
fluxes in the ground state of the TO model.
Although these two different methods presented above
act on different kind of systems, i.e. Levin and Gu intro-
duced a new type of paramagnet that is a SPTO and Her-
mele worked out a general mechanism to obtain charge
fractionalization, they bear some similarities. The Non-
Trivial paramagnet derived in the Levin-Gu method has
plaquette operators with opposite sign to the operators
for the Trivial case. It can be interpreted as a pattern
of fluxes as demanded by the string-flux mechanism of
Hermele.
At this point, a fundamental question arises: how to
make compatible the duality method of Levin-Gu and
the string-flux mechanism of Hermele. Both of them
provide us with very useful explicit techniques to frac-
tionalize the topological charge in spin models with TO.
However, to do so we face two main obstacles that look
unsurmountable at first sight:
a) On the one hand, the Hermele model is constructed
with a square lattice in a multilayer structure that forms
a quasi-three-dimensional model, but the square lattice
cannot support a DS model. (see Appendix C and [54]).
b) On the other hand, the Levin-Gu method is real-
ized on a single hexagonal layer, but we would need a
multilayer realization of that construction. This is prob-
lematic since the necessary coordination condition (3) is
incompatible with a multilayer structure of honeycomb
layers.
Interestingly enough, we can rephrase this compatibil-
ity problem between these two fractionalization methods
as a compatibility condition between global symmetries.
The key point is to realize that the Levin-Gu method
deals with a spin-flip symmetry, e.g. G = Zfs2 , explicitly
shown in the spin model introduced in Section IV, while
the Hermele method is about a spin-flavour symmetry
among lattice layers, e.g. G = Zfv2 . This spin-favour
symmetry is present explicitly in the string model pre-
sented in Eq.(26)
We hereby summarise briefly some of our main results:
i/ We have constructed a bilayer Doubled Semion (bDS)
model that has intrinsic topological orders of type G = Z2
and is invariant under the global symmetry group G =
Zfv2 corresponding to spin-flavour transformations.
ii/ Two different types of fractionalized topological
charges appear due to the group Zfs2 . These two kinds
of charge fractionalizations are due to the fact that there
are two types of charge-like excitations in the system.
iii/ We calculate the dual model of the TO associated bi-
layer Double Semion model. The dual model constitutes
a new bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet (bNTP). Similarly
as in [30], we also get a bilayer Trivial Paramagnet, which
corresponds to the dual model of the model introduced
by Hermele.
iv/ Within this dual model, which is now a SPT phase
we construct the edge states that appear in the bilayer
lattice when boundaries are present. These edge modes
are invariant under both the flavour symmetry and the
spin symmetry.
v/ As a bonus, we also construct the edge states cor-
responding to the dual model for the original Hermele
model in a bilayer squared lattice that serve for compar-
ison with the bDS model.
It is worthwhile to mention that bilayer models of dif-
ferent kinds have been recently proposed in the context
of topological orders, both intrinsic and with symmetry
protection [40–44]. They deal with topological orders of
color code type [45–51] for topological quantum compu-
tation.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec.II we review
the models needed to build the new bDS model, in par-
ticular the Doubled Semion model and the string-flux
mechanism. In Sec.III we construct an exactly solvable
Hamiltonian representing a DS model on a bilayer hexag-
onal lattice and compatible with the global symmetry of
exchanging the two layers in the lattice, the Zfv2 . Ex-
plicit formulas for the ground states are also given. In
Sec.IV we report the construction of edge modes in the
dual model of the bDS TO. To do so, we construct dual
spin models to the string bilayer DS model and the Her-
mele model. Sec.V is devoted to conclusions and outlook.
In order to facilitate the reading and exposition of our re-
sults, we present the proofs of our main results and their
technicalities in independent appendices.
II. MODELS WITH DIFFERENT Z2
TOPOLOGICAL ORDERS
This section is devoted to explain the two main concepts
we employ to build the bilayer Doubled Semion model
presented in Section III. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, the quantum topological phase that we construct
is an instance of symmetry-enriched topological order
(SETO) since it presents fractionalization of the topolog-
ical charges of certain intrinsic topological orders. This
kind of phases combines two elements: a topological or-
der associated to a local gauge group symmetry denoted
as G and a global symmetry group denoted as G. In the
following we shall review both elements and introduce
the appropriate notation.
A. Doubled Semion model as topological order
The well-known Kitaev model (toric code) is the sim-
plest example of an exactly solvable topologically ordered
model [21]. This model is characterised by the gauge
3@p
s(p)
s(v)
Bp
Av
FIG. 1: Double Semion model in a 2D hexagonal lattice.
In the picture, a vertex and plaquette operator are shown
(defined in Eq.(1)). The links in s(v) are in solid blue lines.
Red solid lines represent the links in ∂p and the set of links
in s(p) is in dotted red lines.
group G = Z2. Less familiar is the Doubled Semion (DS)
model [53], a non-trivial modification of the Kitaev model
in two dimensions. The DS model constitutes a differ-
ent topological phase of matter but with the same gauge
group, G = Z2 [52, 54–60].
A question naturally arises: are there more distinct topo-
logical phases of matter with Z2 as their gauge group?
The classification of topological phases presented in [31]
shows that the Kitaev and the DS model are all the possi-
ble bosonic/spin gapped quantum phases with Z2 gauge
group. This result is derived from group cohomology
classification of SPTOs [29].
We shall need the explicit construction of the DS model
in order to construct the bDS model. The DS model
is defined on an hexagonal lattice. There is a spin 1/2
located at each link of the lattice. The Hamiltonian is
built out of two types of k-local operators: Av vertex
(k = 3) and Bp plaquette (k = 12) operators. They are
defined as follows:
Av :=
∏
i∈s(v)
σzi , Bp :=
∏
i∈∂p
σxi
∏
j∈s(p)
i(1−σ
z
j )/2, (1)
and s(v) is the set of three links entering the vertex v.
The six links delimiting a plaquette in the lattice are
denoted by ∂p and s(p) are the six links radiating from
the plaquette p. Fig.1 shows a picture of a vertex and a
plaquette operator for the DS model. Having defined the
plaquette and vertex operators, the hamiltonian of the
DS model is written as:
H = −
∑
v
Av +
∑
p
Bp. (2)
This hamiltonian per se is not an exactly solvable model
in the whole Hilbert space of states since plaquette oper-
ators only commute within an invariant subspace. This
subspace is called the zero-flux subspace and is defined
as those states that fulfil the constraint :
Av =
∏
i∈s(v)
σzi = +1. (3)
In Appendix A, we explicitly show that the DS hamilto-
nian plus this restriction turns out to be exactly solvable.
Moreover, despite the fact that plaquette operators de-
fined in Eq.(1) have imaginary phases, the hamiltonian is
real in the invariant subspace where it is exactly sovable.
Consequently it is also hermitian (see Appendix A).
The ground state |ψ0〉 of the DS hamiltonian fulfils the
following conditions:
Av |ψ0〉 = + |ψ0〉 ∀v, Bp |ψ0〉 = − |ψ0〉 ∀p. (4)
The explicit form of the ground state is obtained in the
following way: 1/ select a vacuum state being an eigen-
vector of the vertex operators, i.e. |0〉⊗N (where |0〉 is the
+1 eigenvector of σzl ); 2/use the plaquette operators to
build projectors and apply them onto the vacuum state.
The resulting (unnormalised) state is:
|ψ0〉 =
∏
p∈Bp
(1−Bp)|0〉⊗N . (5)
It is straightforward to check that this state fulfills the
lowest energy conditions in Eq.(4) since B2p = 1 within
the invariant subspace (see Appendix A). Expanding the
product in Eq.(5), one can see that the ground state is
a superposition of closed loops configurations or closed
strings. Each bit of these strings is represented by a filled
link of the lattice where there is |1〉, whereas links with
values |0〉 are left empty. Due to the condition Bp = −1
for the ground state, the coefficients of this superposi-
tion of closed loops alternate sign. Taking this fact into
account, we can write the ground state in a different way:
|ψ0〉 =
∑
x
(−1)number of loops|x〉, (6)
where |x〉 denotes all possible closed string configurations
compatible with the lattice geometry. Here the number
of loops corresponds to the different closed string config-
urations contributing to the ground state [52, 54].
Excitations in the DS model are created by violating the
ground state conditions in Eq.(4). These violations al-
ways involve a pair of quasiparticles or defects. The op-
erators that create these defects are called open string
operators and act on the links of a path C (C′) joining
the pair of quasiparticles in the direct lattice (dual lat-
tice). There are two types of string operators: vertex-
type string operators W˜±V (C), which come in two chiral-
ities, and plaquette-type string operators W˜P (C′). The
expressions for these operators are:
W˜±V (C) =
∏
i∈C
σxi
∏
k∈L
(−1) 14 (1−σzi )(1+σzj )
∏
l∈R
(±i)(1−σzj )/2,
(7)
W˜P (C′) =
∏
i∈C′
σzi , (8)
4W˜P (C0)
W˜+V (C)
W˜ V (C)
L
R+
R 
R+ R+
LL
L L L
R  R 
FIG. 2: A picture showing the three possible types of string
operators in the DS model. The explicit expressions are in
Eq.(7) and Eq.(8). Grey circles denote vertices or plaque-
ttes where the ground-state conditions in (5), are violated.
A plaquette-type string operator is associated to a blue solid
line C′ crossing links in the lattice. It represents a path in the
dual lattice that connects the two plaquettes where quasi-
particles reside. The two possible chiralities of vertex-type
operators are represented by red paths C connecting vertices
in the direct lattice. The paths C are also endowed with dot-
ted red lines corresponding to L = (−1) 14 (1−σzi )(1+σzj ) and
R+ = (+i)(1−σ
z
l )/2 or R− = (−i)(1−σzl )/2 respectively.
where L and R denote the links on the left or right of the
path C, when an orientation is chosen, as shown in Fig.2.
L-links has two edges attached, i and j, where i is before
in C. The sign (±i) in R-links indicates the quirality of
the string operator.
The quasiparticles created by vertex-type string op-
erators are called semions. Semions have different
self-statistics from the well-know fermions and bosons.
Namely, if we interchange two semions, the wave function
of the system acquires a phase of pi/2 (instead of 0 or pi as
in the case of bosons or fermions, respectively). On the
contrary, plaquette excitations create quasiparticles that
are bosons (trivial self-statistics). However, plaquette ex-
citations have semionic mutual statistics with respect to
the vertex excitations. Self-statistics and mutual statis-
tics of all quasiparticles in the DS model are summarised
in Table I.
We can determine the results presented in Table I by
calculating the commutator of two string operators. The
definition of the commutator used throughout this work
is: [A,B] = AB − BA. As a matter of example, we give
the details of the commutator for two vertex-type strings,
which are shown in Fig.3. The explicit expressions of
these strings are:
W+VA = σ
x
4σ
x
3σ
x
2 (−1)
1
4 (1−σz3 )(1+σz2 )(+i)(1−σ
z
5 )/2,
W−VB = σ
x
1σ
x
3σ
x
5 (−1)
1
4 (1−σz1 )(1+σz3 )(−i)(1−σz4 )/2.
Using the commutation relations of Pauli matrices, we
calculate the commutator between these two vertex
Self and mutual statistics of excitations in the DS model
W˜+V W˜
−
V W˜P
W˜+V anticommute commute anticommute
W˜−V commute anticommute anticommute
W˜P anticommute anticommute commute
TABLE I: This table shows the self and mutual statistical
of the string operators in the DS model. The three columns
represent the vertex string operators, which come in two dif-
ferent chiralities, and the plaquette string operators. The
string operators create two quasiparticles. If they anticom-
mute the wave function of each quasiparticle acquires a ±i
phase, giving rise to semions. Then, we can observe that ver-
tex excitations are semions because their string operators an-
ticommute among themselves. Moreover, there are semionic
mutual statistics among plaquette and vertex string opera-
tors.
1 2
3
4 5
W˜+VA
W˜ VB
R+R
 
L L
FIG. 3: A detailed description of two vertex operators that
cross their paths. Red solid lines indicate the edges where
σx is acting. The strings are orientated, as Eq. (7) requires.
The edges attached to the left(right) are plotted in green solid
(dashed) lines. Grey circles denote the spins which play a role
in the crossing. They are labeled with numbers in order to
easily compute the calculations in Eq.(9).
string operators:
[W+VA ,W
−
VB
] = σx1σ
x
2σ
x
4σ
x
5 e
ipi4 (−σz1+σx2 )× (9)
× 2i sin
(pi
4
(2σz3 + σ
z
2σ
z
3 + σ
z
5 − σz1σz3 + σz4)
)
In order to obtain the commutator we consider all the
possible configurations compatible with the zero-flux
rule. It turns out that the commutator is zero for all
cases. Consequently, we have already shown that the
vertex string operators with different quiralities commu-
tate. As a consequence, the mutual statistic between two
semions is bosonic. Similarly, we can reproduce the entire
Table I.
So far, we have reviewed the main special features of
the DS model that will be needed to construct a bilayer
DS model with generalized SPTO. Furthermore, in order
to construct that new model we need also to introduce
5configurations compatible with zero-flux rule
σz1 σ
z
2 σ
z
3 σ
z
4 σ
z
5 X
+ + + + + pi
+ + + - - 0
+ - - + - 0
+ - - - + 0
+ - - + - 0
- - + - - 0
- - + + + pi
- + - - + −pi
- + - + - −pi
TABLE II: The configurations compatible with zero-flux rule
are shown in this table. The first five columns show the pos-
sible eigenvalues of the operators σzl for the five spins repre-
sented in Fig.3. The last column is devoted to the quantity
X = pi
4
(2σz3 + σ
z
2σ
z
3 + σ
z
5 − σz1σz3 + σz4), which is the argument
of the sine that appears in Eq. (9). As it follows from the
Table, the commutator is zero for all possible configurations.
another concept, namely, the string-flux mechanism for
topological charge fractionalization.
B. String-flux mechanism
The string flux mechanism is a recently proposed tech-
nique by Hermele [39] that allows us to produce the frac-
tionalization of topological orders with a finite global
symmetry group, G. The idea relies in the intercon-
nection between non-trivial braiding statistics of string
operators creating quasiparticle excitations on one hand,
and charge fractionalization of a topological order with
a global symmetry group G on another. The mechanism
is rather general, but we describe here the simplest case
that we shall be using for the bilayer DS model in Sec.III
along with appropriate notation. As a new result, we
shall also obtain the edge states of the Hermele model in
Sec.IV. The Hermele model [39] is a version of the toric
code defined on a bilayer square lattice (see Fig.4). A
spin-1/2 or qubit is located on each horizontal link of
the square layers. The top and bottom layers are joined
by two vertical links per site. There is also one spin on
each vertical link, as it is shown in Fig.4. The model de-
pends on a coupling constant K that only takes on two
values, K = ±1. Both values represent a topological or-
der, but charge fractionalisation only occurs for K = −1.
The hamiltonian is also defined by means of vertex and
plaquette operators, explicitly:
H =−
∑
r
∑
i=1,2
Ari −
∑
r
∑
i=1,2
BIIri
−
∑
r
∑
α=x,y
[BIIIrα↑ +B
III
rα↓]−K
∑
r
BIr, (10)
r" r#
r1
r2 r2x
r2y
r1x
r1y
FIG. 4: A picture showing the lattice and notation used in
the Hermele model [39]. Red circles represent spins. Lattice
vertices are denoted by ri with i = 1, 2, corresponding to
the two layers. Horizontal links are denoted as rix and riy,
depending on which spatial direction they point to. Vertical
links are represented by r↑ and r↓. Each vertex on the top
layer has 4 horizontal links and 2 vertical links, and similarly
for each bottom-layer vertex (see also Fig.6).
where vertex and plaquette operators are defined as fol-
lows:
Ari :=
∏
l∼ri
σzl , (11)
where the product runs over the six links meeting at the
vertex ri (see Fig.4). As for the plaquette operators, they
come into three classes [61]:
BIr := σ
x
r↑σ
x
r↓, (12)
BIIri := σ
x
rixσ
x
r+eˆx,iyσ
x
r+eˆy,ixσ
x
riy, (13)
BIIIrα↑ := σ
x
r↑σ
x
r1ασ
x
r2ασ
x
r+eˆα↑, (14)
BIIIrα↓ := σ
x
r↓σ
x
r1ασ
x
r2ασ
x
r+eˆα↓.
The hamiltonian is exactly solvable since vertex and pla-
quette operators always share an even number of spins.
Thus vertex and plaquette operators form a set of com-
muting observables. The explicit expression for the
ground state can be constructed applying the same tech-
nique as for (5):
|ψ0〉 =
∏
p∈BIr
(1 +KBIr)
∏
p∈BIIIrα↑
(1 +BIIIrα↑) (15)
∏
p∈BIIIrα↓
(1 +BIIIrα↓)
∏
p∈BIIri
(1 +BIIri)|0〉⊗N .
One can readily check that this state is the lowest energy
state of the Hermele hamiltonian in Eq.(10). The cor-
responding ground state is a superposition of all closed
string configurations compatible with the bilayer lattice.
For K = 1, all coefficients of those closed configurations
have positive sign. Loop configurations with K = −1
alternate in sign depending on the parity of the number
of plaquettes of type I contained in a given configura-
tion. Remarkably, for K = −1, two string configurations
that differ by a plaquette BIr have opposite signs, as it
6(a) (b)
FIG. 5: Two strings that differ by a BIr plaquette are repre-
sented in the figure with red solid lines. The wave function of
the two strings in (a) and (b) differs on a phase determined
by K, which is the coupling constant associated to plaquettes
of type I in the hamiltonian in Eq.(10). The string feels a Z2
flux through BIr when K = −1.
r" r"r#r#
r1
r1r2
r2
(a) (b)
FIG. 6: (a) and (b) are related by the action of the Zfv2 flavour
symmetry on the Hermele lattice in Fig.4. This symmetry
changes layer 1 to layer 2, and viceversa. Vertical links joining
the two hexagonal layers are also exchanged, i.e. r↑ turns into
r↓ and viceversa.
is shown in Fig.5. These ground-state factors in the case
of K = −1 are directly responsible for the fractionaliza-
tion of the Z2 topological charge. To show this, we have
to take into account the global symmetry that is present
in the hamiltonian in Eq.(10). An important feature of
both the hamiltonian and the ground state is their invari-
ance under what may be called a Zfv2 flavour symmetry.
This symmetry acts exchanging the two layers, and also
exchanging the two vertical spins joining the layers, i.e.
r ↑ and r ↓ as it is shown in Fig.6. Consequently, the
action of this symmetry is defined as:
UFσ
µ
r1αU
−1
F := σ
µ
r2α, (16a)
UFσ
µ
r↑U
−1
F := σ
µ
r↓, (16b)
where UF is the unitary operator which implements the
Zfv2 flavour symmetry and satisfies the condition U
2
F = 1.
The superindex µ of σµriα runs over x, y and z to include
the action of Zfv2 flavour symmetry on all types of Pauli
matrices.
The invariance under this Zfv2 flavour symmetry has im-
portant consequences on the system, namely, the frac-
tionalization of the charge. This phenomenon occurs
when a global symmetry is introduced in an intrinsic
topological order phase. The action of the Global Sym-
metry (G) on the ground and excited states of a quan-
tum system is given by irreducible representations of this
precise G. However, there is a special feature of topolog-
ical orders which gives rise to the fractionalization men-
tioned before: excitations are created in pairs and as a
consequence, a state with a single excitation is not phys-
ical. Therefore, it is not surprising to have a phase am-
biguity when we specify the action of the G on a single
excitation. This ambiguity is captured mathematically
by projective representations of the G. In contrast to
the irreducible representations, the projective represen-
tations have an extra degree of freedom. If we multiply
two projective representations, we obtain a phase factor,
ω(g1, g2), where g1 and g2 are two elements of the group
of the G. The set of equivalent classes of ω(g1, g2) is iso-
morphic to the cohomology group H2(G,G), where G is
the Gauge Group specifying the topological order. The
set denoted as H2(G,G) will give us the different frac-
tionalization classes for an specific global symmetry in
an specific topological order [31].
For the concrete example of the model in Eq.(10), the
cohomology group is H2(Zfv2 ,Z2) = Z2. It implies that
two possible fractionalization are present in the system.
To specify it, we write the action of the Zfv2 flavour sym-
metry on each single quasiparticle excitation or defect
explicitly. As we have explained in Section II A, these ex-
citations are located at the endpoints of the open strings.
Let us study the action of UF (U
2
F = 1) on a single vertex-
type violation (quasiparticle) as an example. We call this
operator UeF and its local action on the corresponding
quasiparticle excitation is defined as (a detailed deriva-
tion of this result can be found in [39] ):
(UeF )
2 = K. (17)
From the above equation, we can conclude that the
action of Zfv2 flavour symmetry on a single e-particle
is determined by K. Equivalently, we can state that
ω(UF , UF ) = K. The constant K takes the values
K = ±1 and these two values give the two possible frac-
tionalisation classes. The physical interpretation of this
fact is the following: the coupling constant K = −1 cre-
ates a pattern of fluxes on the ground state. When we
move a single excitations applying the symmetry opera-
tor UeF , it interacts with the background fluxes and ac-
quires a non-trivial phase. As a result, we conclude that
there is a trivial fractionalization for K = +1 and a non-
trivial fractionalization for K = −1.
III. THE BILAYER DOUBLED SEMION
MODEL
A. Defining Properties
In the previous section we have introduced the neces-
sary elements to construct a new model with symmetry-
enriched topological order (SETO): the bilayer Doubled
7FIG. 7: Bilayer hexagonal lattice needed to construct the bi-
layer Double Semion model. The degrees of freedom are spins
residing on the links, both horizontal and vertical. Vertical
links connect the two layers by two distinct links with one
spin on each. For clarity, only some of the vertical links are
shown.
Semion model. This model aims at the unification of the
global flavour symmetry of the Hermele model with the
Topological Order of the DS model. As a result, we will
achieve the fractionalization of the underlying topological
orders .
We seek for a model involving two layers of the Dou-
bled Semion model having the following two important
properties: i/ the model must be exactly solvable; ii/ the
model must be invariant under the global flavour sym-
metry UF explained in Eq.(16).
The model we seek for is defined on an hexagonal bilayer
lattice shown in Fig.7. On each link of each hexagonal
layer we place a spin-1/2. There is also a spin-1/2 spins
on each vertical link joining the two layers. Some nota-
tion is introduced to label the links and the vertices on
the lattice, as well as the Pauli matrices σµl acting on
each spin at a given link l (see Fig.8). Each vertex in an
hexagonal cell is denoted with r. The vectors eˆα (with
α = a, b, c) are unit vectors in the three possible direc-
tions indicated in Fig.8. The vertices in the upper and
lower layers are denoted by r1 and r2, respectively. Links
within each hexagonal lattice are labeled by r1α and r2α
being α = a, b, c. Finally, we denote by r↑ and r↓ the two
vertical links joining the hexagonal layers.
The model combines two different topological orders.
First, we place the DS model on the hexagonal layers.
Then, a version of Kitaev model is placed on the links
joining the two layers. This Kitaev-like hamiltonian de-
pends on a coupling constant, K = ±1, that gives rise
to charge fractionalization as we will see later on. We
must demand that the set of vertex and plaquette opera-
tors of the bilayer DS model commute among themselves
in order to construct an exactly solvable hamiltonian.
However, we know in advance that this cannot be true
as such since plaquette operators of DS type do not com-
mute among themselves. Moreover, these plaquettes are
now embedded into the bilayer model with additional
interactions. Thus, we need some kind of invariant sub-
space condition in which commutativity is preserved. As
the bilayer DS model combines DS topological order on
the layers and Kitaev topological order on the interlay-
r1
r1 + eˆa r1 + eˆb
r1 + eˆc
r1b
r1c
r1a
(a)
r"
r#
r1
r2
(b)
FIG. 8: Details of a representative hexagonal plaquette in
the bilayer lattice showing the labelling of vertices and links.
Spins are located on the links and are represented by grey cir-
cumferences. The three posible directions on each hexagonal
layer are denoted as a, b and c, respectively. (a) A plaque-
tte that belongs to one hexagonal layer is shown indicating
the notation for the vertices. Links are labeled appropriately
with their positions. Red solid lines represent links in ∂p, the
boundary of the plaquette p, and dotted red lines denote the
set s(p) of outgoing links from the plaquette. (b) Vertical
links joining the two layers are shown (r↑ and r↓). As we can
see from the figure, there is a spin (grey circumference) on
each vertical link.)
ers, it is natural to impose a mixed invariant subspace
condition, namely: to preserve the DS zero-flux rule on
the layers while leaving the interlayer couplings free of
this condition. These considerations lead to define the
invariant subspace for our bilayer DS model:
Acoverri |ψ〉 = + |ψ〉 , (18a)
Afrontalr |ψ〉 = ± |ψ〉 , (18b)
where i = 1, 2 stands for the upper and lower layers,
respectively and
Ari := A
cover
ri ⊗Afrontalr . (19)
We split the vertex operator in two different parts. The
first part, Acoverri , corresponds to a purely vertex operator
on the layers i = 1, 2, either top or bottom, while Afrontalr
8is defined on the links of the interlayers. Explicit forms
of these components will be given in the next Subsec-
tion, III B. The conditions in Eq.(18) have the following
interpretation: we impose the zero-flux rule only on the
hexagonal layers, where the DS model is implemented.
In the invariant subspace where Eq.(18a) is fulfilled, the
DS model on the hexagonal lattice is an exactly solv-
able model. Eq.(18b) shows that for the Kitaev model
that we implement on the interlayer spins, the zero-flux
condition is not necessary to be exactly solvable. Conse-
quently, no restriction is imposed on these spins. Despite
being a natural choice of conditions for the new vertex
operators, it is far from trivial to find out a set of ver-
tex and plaquette operators on the bilayer lattice such
that they commute among themselves and fulfil these
new invariant-subspace conditions. In the following, we
construct such a set of operators leaving for Appendix B
the proof of their commutativity.
B. Model Hamiltonian
Taking into account the considerations explained in the
previous Section we now specify the expressions for ver-
tex and plaquette operators. These operators are local
and this property makes the system gauge invariant. The
gauge group characterising the topological order. under-
lying our model is G = Z2. Then, we formulate our
hamiltonian as a sum of every plaquette and vertex op-
erator on the spins of the system. Using these building
blocks we ensure that our hamiltonian is also invariant
under the gauge symmetry G = Z2.
We first study vertex operators. These operators act not
only on the layers but also on the vertical spins joining
the two layers. These two distinguished parts are the
already mentioned factors Acoverri and A
frontal
r . Therefore,
vertex operators are defined as (see Fig.9 (a) and (b)):
Ari := A
cover
ri ⊗Afrontalr =
∏
riα∈s(v)
σzriα σ
z
r↑σ
z
r↓, (20)
where the first subindex r locates the vertex on the
hexagonal layer and the second subindex i = 1, 2, sets
on which layer the vertex operator is defined. The first
product runs over s(v), which is the set of three edges ra-
diating from every vertex v on the hexagonal layer. The
second part of the operator denotes a product of the two
spins joining the layers. Thus, the vertex operators im-
plement a spin interaction coupling spins within the same
layer and also spins on the vertical links.
We move on to specify the plaquette operators. Three
types of plaquette operators are defined, namely: BIr,
that acts just on the two vertical links joining the hexag-
onal layers; BIIri, which is defined on the upper or lower
layer and BIIIriα↑ (B
III
riα↓) which couples spins both on the
layers and on the interlayer links. Their explicit defini-
tions are given by:
BIr := σ
x
r↑σ
x
r↓. (21)
Ar1 Ar2
(a) (b)
BIr
BIIr1
BIIr2
(c)
BIIIcover
BIIIfrontal"
b
f
(d)
FIG. 9: Examples of vertex an plaquette operators are
shown. (a) Blue solid lines represent a vertex operator lo-
cated on the upper layer. (b) Similar vertex operator for the
bottom layer. Dashed lines are used to distinguish the lower
layer from the upper layer. (c) Plaquettes of type I are pic-
tured in black solid lines. In red, two examples of type II
plaquettes BIIri are shown. (d) An example of a plaquette of
type III is illustrated in green lines, namely BIIIriα↑. The two
parts introduced in Eq.(23) are also indicated in the figure,
together with backward and forward plaquettes denoted as b
and f .
These plaquette operators (see Fig.9 (c)) consist of the
two links r ↑ and r ↓ on each vertex r. Since they act only
on two spins, we refer to them as degenerate plaquettes.
These are the plaquette operators which have a coupling
constant K = ±1 in the Kitaev-like Hamiltonian. This
factor K introduces a non trivial fractionalization in the
charge of the spin on the interlayer links when K = −1.
Plaquette operators of type II are the well-known DS-
model plaquettes on the hexagonal lattice. They act on
9the two layers independently. Fig.9 (c) shows two exam-
ples in red lines:
BIIri :=
∏
riα∈∂p
σxriα
∏
r′iα′∈s(p)
i(1−σ
z
r′iα′ )/2. (22)
The first product runs over ∂p, i.e., the set of links in the
boundary of plaquette p. The second product is over s(p),
the six edges radiating from the vertices in ∂p (dotted
red lines in Fig.9 (c)). This second product includes a
phase which depends on the spin in s(v). Due to these
extra phases in the plaquettes, semions will appear in the
system. We point out that the hamiltonian is hermitian
despite the factors i (See Appendix A).
Finally, we describe the structure of the plaquette oper-
ator of type III. It acts on the frontal links as well as
on the hexagonal layers. Therefore, it couples the two
topological orders present in the model: the Kitaev- like
on the interlayer links and the DS model implemented
on both hexagonal layers. To clarify these two different
parts, the operator is written as a tensor product of two
factors (see Fig.9 (d)):
BIIIriα↑ := B
III
i,cover ⊗BIIIfrontal↑, (23)
BIIIriα↓ := B
III
i,cover ⊗BIIIfrontal↓.
As it is shown in the above equation, plaquettes of type
III come in two flavours: BIIIriα↑ and B
III
riα↓. The differ-
ences among them are in the frontal part, i.e. r ↑ or
r ↓ interlayer links are included. The cover part consists
of two hexagonal plaquettes endowed with external legs,
similar to two plaquettes of type II. The two cover pla-
quette operators are labeled backward (b) and forward
(f) (see Fig.9 (d)):
BIIIi,cover := B
II
ri,bB
II
ri,f . (24)
The subindex i = 1, 2 in BIIIriα↑ shows on which layer the
cover operator acts. To specify the BIIIriα↑ operator the
subindex α is needed. α = a, b, c runs over the three
spatial direction on the hexagonal layer. As we have
already mentioned, the frontal part includes the spins r↑
(or r↓) of two neighbouring vertices (r and r+ eˆα) and
one link of each layer:
BIIIfrontal↑ := σ
x
r↑σ
x
r1ασ
x
r2ασ
x
r+eˆα↑, (25)
BIIIfrontal↓ := σ
x
r↓σ
x
r1ασ
x
r2ασ
x
r+eˆα↓.
In Fig.10 a general view of the bilayer hexagonal lattice
is pictured along with the previously introduced vertex
and plaquette operators needed to construct the bilayer
DS model. In Appendix B we show that the set of ver-
tex and plaquette operators thus constructed commute.
Then, we can built an exactly solvable model out of these
operators.
Now, with this set of vertex and plaquette operators just
defined, we can introduce the hamiltonian of our bilayer
Two different fractionalization classes
Zfv2
[ω]K K
[ω]DS −K
TABLE III: This table shows the fractionalization classes for
a modified-Kitaev model, [ωK ] and the DS model, [ωDS ] .
As we can see from the table, these fractionalization classes
are due to the flavour symmetry (Zfv2 ) – which is explained
in Eq.(16) –. The equivalence class [ω] = 1 corresponds to
a trivial fractionalization and a non-trivial fractionalization
is obtained otherwise. K = ±1 is the coupling constant in
Eq.(10) .
DS model as follows:
HbDS := −
∑
r
∑
i=1,2
Ari −K
∑
r
BIr +
∑
r
∑
i=1,2
BIIri (26)
−
∑
r
∑
i=1,2
∑
α=a,b,c
(BIIIriα↑ +B
III
riα↓).
The above hamiltonian fulfils the two properties we were
searching for, namely, it is exactly solvable and invariant
under the global flavour symmetry that exchanges the
upper and lower layers. The latter property is shown in
the next subsection. This model also combines the DS
model and the Kitaev-like model, creating two different
kinds of fractionalization. The excitations created by a
violation of the ground state condition for the plaquette
operators on the layers corresponds to semions. Within
the interlayer space, violations of degenerate plaquette
operators create an e-charge. The former and the latter
type of excitations coexist with the bilayer structure and
have different charge fractionalization.
C. Ground state and Z2 Flavour Symmetry
Now that we understand how the hamiltonian of the
bilayer DS model is built and under which conditions
is an exactly solvable model, we move on to calculate
the ground state of it. This will play a central role in
the construction of protected edge states in Section IV.
We must also check that the ground state is invariant
under the global Zfv2 on-site flavour symmetry introduced
in Eq.(16). Using the fact that the eigenvalues of all
vertex and plaquette operators in Eq.(26) are ±1, we can
easily obtain the lowest-energy state conditions. Thus,
any state satisfying:
Ari = +1, B
I
r = K, (27)
BIIri = −1, BIIIriα↑ = +1, BIIIriα↓ = +1,
is a ground state of the system. From the above equa-
tion, we remark that one of the conditions depends on
the coupling constant K, i.e. the energy of the ground
state remains the same for the two values of K, K = ±1,
because the ground state condition accordingly changes.
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BIIr1
BIr
Ar2
BIIIr1↵"
FIG. 10: General view of the lattice structure associated to the construction of the bilayer DS model. A vertex operator on
the lower hexagonal layer is shown Ar2 (blue). A plaquette operator of type I, B
I
r, appears connecting upper and lower layers
(black solid). A plaquette operator of type II, BIIri, is shown in red. The novel plaquette of type III corresponding to the upper
layer BIIIr1α↑ is shown with its cover and frontal components (green lines).
Every ground state is an equal superposition of closed
strings generated by combinations of plaquette operators
compatible with the lattice structure. However, the co-
efficients of this superposition for K = +1 are different
from those for K = −1. Similarly to Eq.(5) and Eq.(15),
we can write explicitly the ground states by means of
the plaquette operator projectors. Thus, we consider the
vacuum state corresponding to the vertex operators, i.e.
|0〉⊗N . Then, the plaquette projectors act on this vac-
uum giving rise to a loop gas configuration. Models which
have this characteristic loop gas ground state are called
string models.
The complete expression for the ground state of the bi-
layer DS model is the following:
|ψ0〉 =
∏
p∈BIr
(1 +KBIr)
∏
p∈BIIri
(1−BIIri) (28)
∏
p∈BIIIriα↑
(1 +BIIIriα↑)
∏
p∈BIIIriα↓
(1 +BIIIriα↓)|0〉⊗N
This expression has the desired structure to fulfil condi-
tions in Eq.(27). A schematic picture of a possible loop
gas ground state is plotted in Fig.11.
We have seen in Section II B that the global symmetry
plays an important role in the charge fractionalisation
of a topological order. Now we move on to show that
the hamiltonian and the ground state of the bilayer DS
model are invariant under Zfv2 flavour symmetry.
From Eq.(16), we know how the Zfv2 flavour symmetry
acts on Pauli operators. Taking into account this infor-
mation, it is possible to show that the hamiltonian is
invariant under this symmetry. Let us analyse each term
of the hamiltonian in Eq.(26) and prove that each one of
them is invariant under Zfv2 flavour symmetry. Firstly,
we analyse the behaviour of the vertex operators under
FIG. 11: . In this figure, a sample of a possible ground state
for the bilayer DS model is shown (Eq.(28)). The loops in
this model are made by strings that are spread all over the
system. Links in red represent the spins where a product of
plaquette operators is acting. Links where the projectors do
not act are shown in black.
Zfv2 symmetry:
UFAr1U
−1
F = UF
∏
r1∈s(v)
σzr1
∏
r∈{↑,↓}
σzr U
−1
F ,
where UF is the unitary operator that implement the
Zfv2 flavour symmetry on Pauli operators. Now, we can
work out how the operator UF acts on the two products
separately:
UF
∏
r1∈s(v)
σzr1 U
−1
F =
∏
r2∈s(v)
σzr2,
UF σ
z
r↑σ
z
r↓ U
−1
F = σ
z
r↓σ
z
r↑ = σ
z
r↑σ
z
r↓.
As we can see from the above results, the first part of
the vertex operator is not invariant under Zfv2 flavour
symmetry, i.e. Ar1 transforms into Ar2 and viceversa.
However, if we take into account the sum over the two
layers i = 1, 2 in the first term in Eq.(26), this term is
indeed invariant under the flavour symmetry.
Now let us consider the plaquette operator BIr under the
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action of the flavour symmetry:
UFB
I
rU
−1
F = UFσ
x
r↑σ
x
r↓U
−1
F = σ
x
r↓σ
x
r↑ = B
I
r. (29)
Thus, BIr is itself invariant under Z
fv
2 flavour symmetry.
This is the reason why we only sum over all possible
r in the lattice and no other sum has to be taken into
consideration.
Next, we check the same property for plaquettes of type
II:
UFB
II
r1U
−1
F = UF
∏
r1α∈∂p
σxr1α
∏
r′1α′∈s(p)
i(1−σ
z
r1α)/2 U−1F
=
∏
r2α∈∂p
σxr2α
∏
r′2α′∈s(p)
i(1−σ
z
r2α)/2 = BIIr2.
The above equation shows that the plaquettes of type II
are not invariant under Zfv2 flavour symmetry as such.
As we did previously for vertex operators, considering
the sum over i = 1, 2 in the hamiltonian, the third term
in Eq.(26) remains invariant term because BIIr1 turns into
BIIr2 and viceversa.
Finally, let us address the last term of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (26). As for the previous plaquette operators, BIIIrα↑
and BIIIrα↓ are not invariant under Z
fv
2 flavour symmetry
by themselves. Explicitly, by analysing the cover part
and the frontal part separately, we find:
UF B
III
1,coverU
−1
F = UF B
II
r1,bB
II
r1,fU
−1
F = B
II
r2,bB
II
r2,f
= BIII2,cover
UFB
III
frontal↑U
−1
F = UFσ
x
r↑σ
x
r1ασ
x
r2ασ
x
r+eˆα↑U
−1
F
= σxr↓σ
x
r2ασ
x
r1ασ
x
r+eˆα↓ = B
III
frontal↓
Previous expressions prove that this plaquette operator
is not invariant under the Zfv2 symmetry. However, there
are two sums in the hamiltonian that run over i = 1, 2
and over ↑ and ↓. Since BIIIfrontal↑ transforms into BIIIfrontal↓
and BIII1,cover into B
III
2,cover, the fourth term in Eq.(26) re-
mains invariant under Zfv2 flavour symmetry.
Taking into account the previous results we can prove
that the hamiltonian is invariant under Zfv2 :
UFHbDSU−1F = HbDS . (30)
We can also prove that the ground state of the bilayer
DS model (Eq.(26)) is also invariant under the flavour
symmetry:
UF |ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉 . (31)
This follows straightforwardly from the transformation
laws of the different plaquette operators shown above
when applied to Eq.(28). Consequently, the Zfv2 flavour
symmetry is not spontaneously broken in the bilayer DS
model. As a result of all these calculations, we have
proved that the hamiltonian and the ground state are
invariant under the global Z2 flavour symmetry.
To conclude, we want to remark that the model thus
constructed succeeds in combining the DS model and the
string-flux mechanism. Therefore we have open strings
from the DS model, which create semions and bosons on
the hexagonal layers. Additionally, we also have open
strings carrying fractionalized charge at their endpoints
due to the string-flux mechanism on the links joining the
two layers. As we pointed out in Table III, there are
two types of fractionalization, corresponding with the two
types of vertex excitations.
IV. EDGE STATES FOR THE BILAYER
DOUBLED SEMION MODEL
In the previous Section, a microscopic model that realises
a SETO, called the bilayer Double Semion (bDS) model,
is constructed. Interestingly enough, the string model
we have already introduced is a gauged model. To ob-
tain the spin we are searching for through this Section,
we turned off the gauging symmetry. As mentioned in
the Introduction, these kind of topological phases have a
global symmetry on top of an intrinsic topological order.
For the bDS model, the global symmetry is Zfv2 and the
topological order is a combination of the DS model and
a Kitaev-like model.This SETO phase can be mapped
to a spin model that exhibits edge states, a signature
of SPTOs. This Section is devoted to build the edge
states present in this dual model that we call Bilayer
Non-Trivial Paramagnet (bNTP). Moreover, the model
introduced by Hermele in [39], called the bilayer Kitaev
(bK) model through this Section, can also be mapped to
a different spin model, the Bilayer Trivial Paramagnet
(bTP) and its edge states are shown for the first time.
To construct the edge states for both models, the method
introduced by Levin and Gu in [30] is employed. Accord-
ing to it, the non-trivial self-statistics of the open string
operators describing the excitations are responsible for
the presence of edge states. This occurs when the model
has a global symmetry group and it is placed on a lat-
tice with boundaries. This construction is based upon
a duality between models with spin degrees of freedom
(spin models, which are SPTO ) and models with string
configurations (string models, which are TO). Following
this terminology, the models with topological order pre-
sented thus far are string models, like the Kitaev model
and the DS model. Thus, in order to apply the Levin-
Gu method, we shall need to construct the spin model
for the bK and the bDS model. Spin models provide a
natural scheme to construct the edge states and to show
them pictorially.
As the spin models are defined on dual lattices, we be-
gin by constructing the dual lattice for a bilayer square
lattice (corresponding to the bK model) and for a bi-
layer hexagonal lattice (in the case of the bDS model).
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(a)
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(b)
FIG. 12: (a) The dual lattice of the Hermele bilayer model presented in [39]. (b) The dual lattice of the bilayer DS model
presented in Section III. Red lines correspond to the dual lattice and black is for the direct lattice. Dashed lines are used to
distinguish the lower from the upper layer. Red circles presents the spins in the dual lattice. Concentric red and grey circles
means that there are two spins in the very same place (this is a consequence of the plaquettes of type II on the string model).
Notation: spins on the layers are named by r1 (upper) and r2 (lower), respectively. Two vertices located on the same place are
called rfa and rfb . The vertices denoted as r1/2 come from the plaquettes of type I. In (b), the subindices p, q and q
′ indicate
the vertices of a triangle used to define the hamiltonian. The spin hamiltonians that describe the interactions on these two
lattices are in Eq.(33) and Eq.(34) respectively. We called as bilayer Trivial Paramagnet and bilayer Non-Trivial Paramagnet.
Although both models are built on bilayer lattices, they
are truly two-dimensional (2D) models as far as the dual
lattice is concerned. Therefore, we apply the duality rules
of 2D lattices first on the layers and then on the vertical
links. The basic duality rules among lattices in 2D are:
a vertex in the direct lattice becomes a plaquette in the
dual lattice and viceversa. The number of links remains
the same although they change orientation: a dual lattice
link should be orthogonal to the equivalent one in the di-
rect lattice. The resulting dual lattices for both the bK
and the bDS models are shown in Fig.12 in red. The
direct lattice is also pictured in the figure (black lines) to
show the relation between them.
Next, we define a duality map that relates the spins on
the string models with the ones on the spin models. For
string models, spins are on the links whereas for the
spin models, they are placed on the vertices. Every spin
configuration in the spin model defines a corresponding
domain wall configuration (closed string) in the string
model. Formally, the correspondence is given by:
σzl := τ
z
p τ
z
q , (32)
where τzp and τ
z
q are Pauli operators acting on the vertices
p and q of the dual lattice. The link connecting p and
q is denoted as l. On this link l there is a spin on the
direct lattice. This duality map is shown graphically in
Fig.13 for both models.
Using the dual map described in Eq.(32), the spin hamil-
tonian for the Bilayer Trivial Paramagnet model is:
HˆbTP = −
∑
i=1,2
∑
ri
τxri −
∑
j=a,b
∑
rfj
τxrfj
+K
∑
r1/2
τxr1/2 .
(33)
The hamiltonian has three terms, corresponding to three
types of vertices in the dual lattice (shown in Fig.12): i/
The vertices denoted as ri are the vertices on the upper
and the lower square layers. The subindex i = 1, 2 runs
over the two layers. ii/ The interlayer double vertices,
where there are two spins on the very same place, are
denoted as rfa and rfb . The subindices a (top) and b
(bottom) distinguish the two spins located on the same
vertex. These vertices are represented by red and grey
concentric circles in Fig.12. iii/ The other kind of inter-
layer vertices are denoted as r1/2. They come from the
plaquettes of type I in the string model. Consequently,
they are associated to the coupling constant K. It takes
on the values K = ±1 .
Similarly, the dual map in Eq.(32) leads to the Bilayer
Non-Trivial Paramagnet model, dual to the bilayer DS
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FIG. 13: Duality map between string and spin models for the
different types of vertices in the bTP and the bNTP models.
The duality map in Eq.(32) is used to relate the spins in the
direct lattice (grey circles on the links) with the spins in the
dual lattice (blue arrows on the vertices). (a) and (b) rep-
resent the direct (grey solid lines) and dual (red solid lines)
lattices for a square and hexagonal layer, respectively. (c)
shows the frontal structure for a bilayer lattice. The figure
illustrates a frontal plaquette (grey solid lines) for the direct
lattice that corresponds to a single vertex in the dual lattice
(blue arrow at the center of the plaquette). However, we know
there is another frontal plaquette on top of the one shown in
the figure. This is the reason why there are double vertices
(concentric red and grey circles in Fig.12 when we picture the
whole frontal structure. (d) represents a degenerate plaquette
(grey solid lines) in the direct lattice with its corresponding
vertex (blue arrow at the center of the plaquette) in the dual
lattice. The structure of the double vertices described in fig-
ure (c) is also illustrated by the two blue arrows on the same
vertex on the left and on the right of the figure (d). Frontal
plaquettes have the same structure for the bilayer square lat-
tice as for the bilayer hexagonal lattice.
model derived in Section III :
HˆbNTP = +
∑
i=1,2
∑
rpi
τxrpi
∏
<rpirqirq′i>
i
1−τzrqiτ
z
r
q′i
2 (34)
−
∑
j=a,b
∑
rfj
τxrfj
∑
i=1,2
∏
γ
τxrpiγ
∏
<rpiγrqiγrq′iγ>
i
1−τzrqiγ τ
z
r
q′iγ
2

+K
∑
r
τxr1/2 ,
where γ runs over the two vertices on the dual lattice
corresponding to the backward and forward plaquettes in
(a) (b)
FIG. 14: Action of Zfs2 spin symmetry on a square lattice
layer. It works in the same way for triangular and frontal
plaquettes. Spins are represented by blue arrows. The US
operator (defined in Eq.(35)) changes the orientation of the
arrows, i. e. turn the spins on the whole lattice over.
the direct lattice (see Fig.9 (d)). The second term in the
above hamiltonian corresponds to the spin version of the
plaquettes in Eq.(23). The operator τxrfj
is the equivalent
to the frontal part in the string model (Eq.(25)) and the
products included in the parenthesis correspond to the
cover part (Eq.(24)). The main difference between the
two models, HˆbTP and HˆbNTP , relies on the interaction
inserted on the layers. For the bNTP model, the spins
on the layers are denoted as rpi, where p, q and q
′ are
the three vertices forming a triangle in the dual lattice.
The subindex i = 1, 2 runs over the two layers. The
new product introduced in the hamiltonian of the bDS,∏
rpirqirq′i
i
1−τxrqiτ
x
r
q′i
2 , gives rise to new complex phases.
Despite of these factors, the hamiltonian turns out to be
hermitian.
Both spin models (Eq.(33) and Eq.(34)) are invariant un-
der Zfs2 spin symmetry. The Z
fs
2 is defined by the fol-
lowing operator:
US =
∏
r
τxr . (35)
The subindex r runs over all types of vertices on the dual
lattice. The action of this symmetry is to flip all the spins
in the lattice as Fig.(14) shows.
This is a global symmetry, as the previously studied Zfv2
flavour symmetry. Remarkably , the bTP and the bNTP
models are invariant under an interchange of the two lay-
ers. Therefore, both bTP and bNTP models are invari-
ant under the symmetry Zfs2 × Zfv2 . As long as they
are SPTO, edge modes appear when the systems have
boundaries.
Once it is known the symmetry structure of the hamilto-
nian, we are in a position to obtain the ground states for
HˆbTP and HˆbNTP models. The hamiltonians HˆbTP (Eq.
(33)) and HˆbNTP (Eq. (34)) are built as a sum of terms
corresponding to different kind of vertices. Each term
in both hamiltonians represent an interaction among the
spins in the system. The ground state for each term in
the hamiltonians is explained in the following.
Regarding the bilayer Trivial Paramagnet spin model
in Eq.(33), there are three types of vertices: ri, rfj and
r1/2. The ground state for ri vertices (|gs〉ri) is obtained
when τxri = 1 for every spin configurations. Every spin
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FIG. 15: Graphical representation of the ground states |gs〉ri
and |gs〉rpi . (a) It is a sample of the ground state factor on
the layers, for the bTP for the bilayer Kitaev model. The di-
rect lattice (black solid lines) is square and the domain walls
(dark blue solid lines) are also squares because square lattices
are self-dual. At each vertex of the spin model lattice (red
solid lines), there is a light blue arrow representing the spins.
(b) |gs〉rpi is a part of the ground state in the bNTP model
(Eq.(37)). The triangular lattice (red solid lines) hosts spins
(light blue arrows) on its vertices. The domain walls cor-
responding to each spin configuration (dark blue solid lines)
belong to the honeycomb lattice (black solid lines). It is im-
portant to point out the alternation of sign in the superposi-
tion of all spin configurations, due to the interaction placed
on the layers.
configuration (τzri = ±1) on the dual lattice defines a
corresponding domain wall configuration on the direct
lattice. Considering |gs〉ri , the domain walls are square
plaquettes in the direct lattice (shown in Fig. 15 (a)).
The domain walls correspond to vertices in the dual lat-
tice where τzri = −1. The ground state is an equally
weighted superposition of all configurations of domain
walls. The ground states |gs〉rfj and |gs〉r1/2 are obtained
when τxrfj = 1 and τ
x
r1/2 = K. The domain walls defined
by rfj are very similar to the ones describe for ri ver-
tices. However, there are two spins in every rfj vertex:
rfa and rfb . Fig.16 (a) shows an example of a ground
state spin configuration for |gs〉rfa . The spin configura-
tion for |gs〉rfb is not shown and it is independent from
the previous one. Despite these geometrical differences,
the ground state |gs〉rfj is also an equally weighted su-
perposition of all configurations of domain walls.
The ground state |gs〉r1/2 presents geometrical and con-
ceptual differences. First of all, the vertices r1/2 in the
dual lattice come from a degenerate plaquette in the
direct lattice. Then, the domain walls defined by the
spin configurations are precisely plaquettes of two links.
Moreover, these kind of vertices are associated with a
coupling constant K = ±1. This has an important con-
sequence: the ground state is also a superposition of all
spin configurations but each configuration with a factor
Kdw1/2 , which is non trivial for K = −1. dw1/2 is the
number of degenerate domain walls for each spin con-
figuration. This alternating factor is the reason why an
alternating sign is present in the superposition of all pos-
sible configurations of domain walls. An schematic figure
is shown in Fig.16 (b).
The mathematical expressions for each factor of the
ground state of the bK model are the following:
|gs〉ri =
∑
β
|β〉ri, |gs〉rfj =
∑
β
|β〉rfj , (36)
and |gs〉r1/2 =
∑
β
Kdw1/2 |β〉r1/2,
where |β〉x represents all possible configurations β = {↑
, ↓} for the three kind of vertices, x = ri, rfj and r1/2.
The calculation of the ground state of the bilayer Non
Trivial Paramagnet model is similar to the previous con-
struction for the bTP model. In the bNTP model, there
are also three kind of vertices: rpi, rfj and r1/2. However,
the interaction implemented on the layers is different. rpi
denotes the vertices of a triangular lattice (in red solid
lines in Fig.15 (b)). The domain walls determined by
τzrpi = −1 are plaquettes of a honeycomb lattice. The
subindex p in rpi denotes the vertex of a triangle formed
by < p, q, q′ > shown in Fig.12. The new phases at-
tached to the vertices of this triangle (see Eq.(34)) give
rise to an altering sign in the superposition of the spin
configurations. The ground state corresponding to rpi in
the bNTP model is a superposition of all configuration
of domain walls with a factor (−1)dwrpi , where dwrpi is
the number of hexagonal domain walls corresponding to
vertices rpi.
The frontal vertices in the bilayer hexagonal lat-
tice, denoted as rfj , give rise to an identical do-
main walls superposition to the one explained for
the bTP model. Although the term in the hamil-
tonian in Eq.(34) related to rfj has a factor at-
tached,
(∑
i=1,2
∏
γ τ
x
rpiγ
∏
<rpiγrqiγrq′iγ>
i
1−τzrqiτ
z
r
q′i
2
)
,
the frontal structure is the same as in the previous case
(see Fig.16 (a)). The mentioned factor is just a product
of vertices of type rpi. As we are explaining the ground
state by its factors, we include that factor in the superpo-
sition created by the vertices rpi. The last type of vertex
is r1/2. These vertices are the same in both paramag-
nets . Thus, each term enters with a factor Kdw1/2 in
the superposition of all the possible spin configurations.
dw1/2 is the number of degenerate domain walls, shown
in Fig.16 (b). The expressions that sum up the above
description are:
|gs〉rpi =
∑
β
(−1)dwrpi |β〉rpi , |gs〉rfj =
∑
β
|β〉rfj ,
(37)
and |gs〉r1/2 =
∑
β
Kdw1/2 |β〉r1/2,
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FIG. 16: Pictorial representation of |gs〉rfa and |gs〉r1/2 .
These kind of vertices describe the same frontal structure for
both the bTP and bNTP models. (a) is a sample of the
superposition of all configurations of domain walls (dark blue
squares) for |gs〉rfa vertices. In this case, the coefficients of
the superposition are equal. (b) The domain walls (dark blue
solid lines) created when τzr1/2 = −1 are degenerated. The
figure also shows that each spin configuration enters in the
superposition with a sign Kdw1/2 (see Eq.(37)), where K = ±
is the coupling constant in Eq.(33) and Eq.(34) and dw1/2 is
the number of domain walls corresponding to vertices r1/2.
.
where |β〉x represents all possible configurations β = {↑
, ↓} for the three kind of vertices, x = rpi, rfj and r1/2.
The global structure of the ground state for both para-
magnets is difficult to be written explicitly. However, we
can say that it is a loop class built with the different
domain walls we have presented separately. Fortunately,
the precise general structure of the ground state is not
required for constructing the edge states of the system.
The building blocks of the ground state are enough to
get the edge states. Their structure is obtained in terms
of the boundary conditions and the type of excitations
we are considering for each case.
Now that the ground states are constructed, we are in
a position to study the edge modes in both the bTP
and the bNTP models. Although the two spin hamil-
tonians in Eq.(33) and Eq.(34) are invariant under the
spin-flip symmetry (Zfs2 ), there is a dramatic distintion
between them: HˆbNTP model has edge modes due to Z
fs
2
while HˆbTP model does not. These edge states are closely
connected to the non-trivial statistic of the string oper-
ators in this model . However, there are another kind of
edge states that the two models exhibit, coming from the
flavour global symmetry (Zfv2 ). This symmetry gives rise
to edge modes when K = −1 (K is the coupling constant
in Eq.(33) and Eq. (34) and it takes values K = ±1).
The existence of the edge states when K = −1 is related
to the alternating sign in the superpositions of domain
walls in the ground state configurations.
The existence of these modes can be verified by construct-
ing their explicit wave functions. Concretely, a wave
function can be defined for each boundary spin config-
uration. This wave function depends on the spin config-
uration, βint = {↑, ↓} , lying strictly in the interior of the
system. All the domain walls that end at the boundary
are closed up by assuming that there is a ghost [62] spin
in the exterior of the system, pointing in the ↑ direction.
Before constructing the edge states we have to study
the possible boundaries that can be created in a bilayer
square lattice (bTP model) and a bilayer hexagonal lat-
tice (bNTP model). As both models have a bilayer struc-
ture, there are more scenarios that need to be accounted
for than on a single layer model.
Let us start by considering periodic boundary conditions
in both directions. This corresponds to having a torus
with an internal structure due to the interlayers, as we
can see in Fig.17. In (a), it is sketched a two dimen-
sional hexagonal bilayer lattice with periodic boundary
conditions. The picture for a square bilayer lattice is
very similar. (b) shows the internal structure that a bi-
layer lattice has within the torus. This schematic figure
is valid for both the square and the hexagonal bilayer
lattices. As it can be seen from Fig.17, a bilayer lattice
with periodic boundary conditions in both directions has
no geometrical boundaries to host the edge modes. As
a result, there are no boundaries in the system and it is
impossible to construct edge states wave functions. If a
transversal cut is done on the torus, the system turns out
to be a thick-cylinder. Periodic boundary conditions are
set just in one direction but there are two geometrical
edges in the other direction. As it is shown in Fig.18 in
red solid lines, there are two boundaries on each cut of
the thick-cylinder: one in the upper layer and another
one in the lower layer. Thus, we have edge states on the
upper and lower layer for the bNTP model because the
domain walls superposition is alternating in sign on the
layers. The edge states remain the same if the cylinder
is cut into a thick-plane and are shown in Fig.19. The
edge modes can be parametrized by boundary spin con-
figurations. For each configuration, |β〉rpi of spins {↑, ↓},
the corresponding wave function is defined as:
|edges〉rpi = (−1)DWrpi |β〉rpi , (38)
where DWrpi , i.e., the total number of domain walls in
the system. As it is mentioned above, the domain walls
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(a) (b)
FIG. 17: (a) Hexagonal bilayer lattice with periodic bound-
ary conditions embedded into a torus. (b) Schematic pictorial
view of the internal structure that has a thickness (interlayer)
where degenerated domain walls are present. (b) is a transver-
sal section of (a).
upper cut
lower cut
FIG. 18: The cylinder is the result of cutting the torus by its
transversal section. In red full lines, we plot the geometrical
edges that correspond to edge states on the bNTP model.
The edge models are protected by the Zfs2 symmetry in the
geometry shown in the figure.
that end on the boundary are closed up by assuming a
ghost spin in the exterior of the system. It is remarkable
that these edge states preserve Zfv2 spin symmetry. In
order to preserve Zfv2 flavour symmetry, the boundary
conditions imposed should be symmetric with respect to
exchange of upper and lower layers. This implies that
the boundary condition for the upper layer should be the
same as the ones for the lower layer.
Noticeably, we can create boundaries on the interlayer
space and obtain edge states as long as Zfv2 is preserved.
To this end, we introduce boundary conditions in the in-
terlayer space. These boundary conditions are shown in
Fig.20 in red solid lines. These edge are made by cutting
the system through links in the dual lattice that join r1/2
vertices . These type of vertices are related with degen-
erate plaquettes in the direct lattice. Thus, the domain
walls corresponding to r1/2 vertices are degenerate pla-
quettes shown in solid blue lines. Fig.20 shows the struc-
ture of the edge states for the bTP model, due to Zfv2
flavour symmetry. The wave function explicit expression
for each spin configuration |β〉r1/2 is the following:
|edges〉r1/2 = KDWr1/2 |β〉r1/2 , (39)
where DWr1/2 . The edge modes exist when K = −1.
The edge states that appear on the interlayer space
are also present in the bNTP. The structure of the factor
of the wave function corresponding to r1/2 vertices is
exactly the same. Consequently, the bNTP has two kinds
of edge states: on the one hand, edge states on the layers,
protected by spin-flip symmetry. On the other hand,
gapless modes in the interlayer space due to spin-flavour
symmetry.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
One of the most important and recent developments in
the field of quantum topological phases of matter is the
notion of symmetry-enriched topological order (SETO).
This comes out as the result of the unification of the no-
tion of an intrinsic topological order (TO) with the no-
tion of global symmetry. SET phases have far reaching
consequences like the fractionalization of quantum num-
bers describing the topological charges in an ordinary
TO, and the existence of symmetry defects that may have
their own topological charges and induce permutations of
anyons, just to mention some of the leading consequences
discovered thus far. Our work has precisely focused on
the construction of fractionalization mechanism that may
produce more instances of SET phases.
We may understand these topological fractionalization
mechanisms in a qualitative way, as a new version of
the method proposed by Haldane [11] to construct quan-
tum Hall effects without external magnetic fields. Now
this model is understood as a type of topological insula-
tor. In his celebrated model, Haldane deals with spinless
fermions hopping on a single layer of an hexagonal lat-
tice. Hopping fermions between next-to-nearest neigh-
bour sites are designed to couple them to quenched mag-
netic fluxes forming a pattern of background fields. These
patterns do not affect the fact that ground states remain
lowest energy states, but open the possibility of produc-
ing topological edge states protected by a global sym-
metry. Another simple example of this fermionic phases
with background magnetic fluxes, but this time with non-
zero net flux, is the Creutz ladder [63–66]. Notice that
in the string-flux mechanism [39], the physical picture is
that of a set of electrical charges hopping around back-
ground magnetic fluxes similarly to the Haldane model
or other topological insulators. Thus, the fractionalized
method treated in our work can be thought of as spin
versions of the fermionic mechanism used in topological
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FIG. 19: The picture shows the bilayer Non Trivial Paramagnet when the lattice geometry is a thick-plane or equivalently a
thick-cylinder. These two distinct geometrical structures are comparable in terms of the existence of the edge states because:
i/ both of them have boundaries on the upper and lower honeycomb layers. ii/ they have no boundaries in the interlayer space.
The shape of the boundary may change but it is irrelevant as far as the edge states is concerned. This is the first example of
boundary conditions where edge states appear. The boundaries are marked in solid lines for the upper layer and dashed red
lines for the lower layer. To preserve Zfv2 , the boundaries on the upper and on the lower layer should be identical. Spins, which
are placed on the vertices of the triangular lattice (in black lines), are represented by blue arrows (these arrows are dashed in
the lower layer). The domain walls ending at the boundary are in blue solid(dashed) lines on the upper (lower) layer. The
direct lattice (hexagonal) is coloured in dark grey. It is remarkable that no boundary is created in the interlayer space. This is
the reason why edge states coming from Zfv2 symmetry are not present.
FIG. 20: The edge states hosted in the bTP model due to
the Zfv2 flavour symmetry, are pictured in the figure. Blue
arrows represent the spins, located on the vertices of the dual
lattice (black solid lines on the upper layer and dashed black
line on the lower one). A blue arrow should be placed in every
vertex on the dual lattice but only few are shown for clarity.
The spins ↓ are represented by bigger arrows as they give rise
to particular domain walls. The domain walls (in blue solid
lines) are isolated because they are degenerate plaquettes in
the direct lattice. The interlayer boundary is shown in red
solid line and the direct lattice is coloured in dark grey. The
explicit expression for the wave function is in Eq.(39).
insulators for fermions. It is remarkable the fact that we
can apply the same physical concept in spin systems and
in fermionic systems. More abstractly, the background
fields are responsible for introducing Berry phases char-
acterizing the topological features of the ground states
in different models. This idea may illuminate the way in
which further new fractionalization methods can be de-
vised for models with more general quantum degrees of
freedom and more general situations, like in the presence
of thermal fluctuations [67–71].
From the point of view of condensed matter physics, the
bilayer DS model constructed in this work represents a
new state of matter with fixed topological order (local
gauge group) and fixed internal symmetry (global group).
The rich structure of edge states for the Non-Trivial Para-
magnet is constructed explicitly in Fig.19 (combined with
the frontal structure in Fig.20). We also provide the edge
states for its companion model the Trivial Paramagnet.
While the Non-Trivial Paramagnet may host two differ-
ent types of edge states (for both the Zfs2 and Z
fv
2 global
symmetries), the Trivial Paramagnet model only presents
one type of them, namely, those protected by Zfv2 .
This work on the construction of the bilayer DS model
may lead to new and interesting extensions. A natural
generalization is to extend the model to host multilevel
spins (or qudits). In this case, the intrinsic topological
order would have a local gauge group G = ZD, D ≥ 2.
To this end, one needs to deal with a multilayer lattice
of honeycombs and incorporate a Cayley graph structure
[39]. Another interesting issue is to substitute the global
on-site symmetries by spatial symmetries that appear
very often in lattice systems, namely, translational sym-
metry or rotational symmetry [34, 35]. Finally, a more
demanding generalization is to incorporate symmetry-
enriching topological effects beyond fractionalization of
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FIG. 21: Two neighbouring plaquette operators in the DS
model are shown in the figure. Solid lines represent the links
where σxl is acting and dotted lines represent Sl operator:
Sl = i
(1−σzl )/2 (a) In this position the two plaquette operators
only share a link. (b) Two plaquette operators can be one
on top of the other. Then, they share every link and act
on these spins in the same manner. (c) This figure shows
plaquette operators a and b, which act on five spins with σxl
and Sl. Due to the special commutation rule among these
operators (Eq.(A3)), the commutator is only equal to zero on
the invariant subspace (see Eq.(A4)).
topological charges like the inclusion of symmetry defects
[33, 72–79].
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Appendix A: Zero-flux rule invariant subspace and
hermiticity of the DS hamiltonian
This appendix is devoted to give the details on the zero-
flux invariant subspace in the DS model. As it is men-
tioned in Section II A, plaquette operators do not com-
mute in the whole Hilbert space. To obtain an exactly
solvable model it is necessary to deal exclusively with
states in a certain subspace. Firstly, let us recall the
definition of vertex and plaquette operators presented in
Section II A:
Av =
∏
i∈s(v)
σzi , Bp = −
∏
i∈∂p
σxi
∏
j∈s(p)
Sj , (A1)
where Sj = i
(1−σzj )/2.
We introduce now the Sj operator to describe the pla-
quette operators in order to simplify the following calcu-
lations. It is easier to operate with well-defined operators
than computing phases, as we did in Section II A. Hence
we formulate the plaquette operators as a product of σx
and S operators. In the σz basis the Sj operator can be
written as:
Sj =
(
1 0
0 i
)
. (A2)
Sj commutes with σ
z
l . On the contrary, the commutation
rule with σxl is:
σxS = (+iσz)Sσx. (A3)
Due to the factor +iσz, semions appears in the system.
However it is precisely this factor that makes two neigh-
bouring plaquettes not commute. In order to show this
fact, we first calculate the commutator of two plaque-
ttes sharing some spins. The definition of a commutator
through this appendix is the same used in Sec. II A:
[Bp1 , Bp2 ] := Bp1Bp2−Bp2Bp1 . There are three different
relative positions where two plaquette operators share
some spins. These three possible positions are shown in
Fig.21. In the following we analyse each case.
The first situation to consider is shown in Fig.21 (a). The
two plaquette operators share only a qubit and both of
them act on the common spin with Sl . As Sj commutes
with itself, it follows that plaquette operators situated in
this position trivially commute. Fig.21 (b) illustrates the
two plaquette operators one on top of the other. Then
they share all spins and operators act twice on each spin.
Since every operator commutes with itself, the two pla-
quette operators naturally commute.
The most interesting situation is represented in Fig.21
(c), where the plaquette operators share five qubits. Us-
ing the commutation rule among σx and S operators,
shown in Eq. (A3), the commutator gives:
[Bpa , Bpb ](c) =(1− (−i)σz1(+i)σz2(−i)σz3(+i)σz4)× (A4)
× σx1S1S2σx2σx3S3S4σx4 (σz5)2 =
=(1−Av1Av2)σx1S1S2σx2σx3S3S4σx4 .
This result is sketched schematically in Fig.22. In brack-
ets, representing the commutator, we plot the two pla-
quette operators showing spins on the links as grey cir-
cles. Moreover, we graphically show the result of this
commutator. The result can be expressed as a product
of two vertex operators. We plot as solid grey lines the
links where σz is acting. The link of spin 5 is plotted with
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FIG. 22: The figure shows the resulting commutator of two
plaquette operators in Fig.21 (c) for the DS model. A non-
trivial result is obtained. It can be factorised in two vertex
operators which are equal to one on the zero-flux rule sub-
space. Within the brackets, solid red lines represent links
where σxl acts, while dotted red lines are links where Sl is
acting. Grey circles represent spins on the links. Concerning
the result of the commutator, grey solid lines represent links
where σzl acts. The dashed grey line represents a vertical link
where no operator is acting due to cancelations. The left-
hand side is multiplied by a factor of σxl and Sl written in
Eq.(A4).
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FIG. 23: Pictorial view for the square of a plaquette operator
in the DS model, in Eq.(A6). Solid red lines represent links
where σxl are acting. Dotted red lines are links where Sl acts.
Grey circles represents spins and grey solid lines represent
links where σzl acts. Dashed grey line represent links where
no operator acts due to cancelations.
dashed grey lines. This means that no operator is acting
on it. This is due to the fact that the two plaquette op-
erators a and b act on spin 5 with σx and (σx)2 = 1. As
the result resembles graphically a scattering diagram, we
call this product of two vertices scattering operator. It is
important to emphasize that the resulting operator can
be factorized into vertex operators. Concretely, it can be
written as a product of two vertex operators. Therefore
the plaquette operators do not commute in this partic-
ular case. In order to solve this problem and build an
exactly solvable model, an invariant subspace where the
scattering operator is equal to one (thus, the commutator
is zero) is defined:
Av =
∏
i∈s(v)
σzi = +1. (A5)
The above equation is the same as Eq.(3) in Sec.II where
the zero-flux subspace is first mentioned. The product
runs over the three links irradiating from a vertex, as
it is shown in Fig.1. Acting on the ground state, this
condition is always fulfilled. Therefore, the plaquette op-
erators are well-defined on the ground state. When we
create vertex excitation, we have to make sure that our
string operators create an excitation but still commute
with the plaquette operators along their path. This is
the reason why vertex string operators are endowed with
extra phases, as we have seen in Eq.(7). However, there
is a more complicated way to formulate the DS model
where plaquette operators commute in the whole Hilbert
space [54].
Another remark should be done regarding plaquette op-
erators in the DS model. A plaquette operator should
square to one. This property is used to show that the
ground state in Eq.(5) fulfill the lower energy condition,
as it is mentioned in Sec.II A. However this is not the
case for the entire Hilbert space. Once again we need
to restrict our calculation to the zero flux subspace to
obtain the desired results. To show that, we specify the
square of a DS plaquette operator:
(Bp)
2 = σz1σ
z
2σ
z
3σ
z
5σ
z
6 . (A6)
The σz operators appear becacuase S2l = σ
z
l . This is
illustrated in Fig.23 and due to the form of the resulting
operator, we call it a crown operator. This result can be
factorized into a product of vertex operators:
(Bp)
2 =
6∏
i=1
Avi .
The above equation means that the result of that product
is 1 within the zero flux rule subspace.
Upon restricting the DS model to an invariant subspace,
we also show that the hamiltonian is hermitian. To do
so we recall again the DS hamiltonian:
H = −
∑
v
Av −
∑
p
Bp. (A7)
where
Av =
∏
i∈s(v)
σzi , and Bp = −
∏
i∈∂p
σxi
∏
j∈s(p)
Sj .
In contrast with the Kitaev model, the plaquette opera-
tors for the DS model present extra links associated with
imaginary phases. These six extra links in s(p) are irra-
diating from the hexagonal plaquette. These imaginary
phases attached to the external legs of the plaquette op-
erator contribute to the hamiltonian as a product of Sl
operator:
∏
j∈s(p) Sj . Although this product may lead
to complex phases, the only two possible results on the
subspace of zero flux rule are 1 or −1. Consequently,
the hamiltonian becomes real and hermitian on this sub-
space. Therefore, the zero flux rule plays an important
role to get a hermitian hamiltonian.
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FIG. 24: In this figure it is shown a vertex operator (blue
solid lines) and a plaquette operator of type I (black solid
lines). The common spins are plotted twice as blue and black
circles to show that the vertex and plaquette operators act on
the same spin but with different operators.
The mathematical condition in Eq.(A5) has its equiva-
lent property in electrodynamics: the Gauss law. In this
example, the zero flux rule is a Gauss law on a discrete
space.
Appendix B: Commutativity of Vertex and
Plaquette Operators in the Bilayer DS Model
The model we present in Section III is an exactly solv-
able model with topological features. This appendix is
devoted to demonstrate that the bilayer Double Semion
model is indeed an exactly solvable model so that every
operator in the hamiltonian in Eq.(26) commute with
each other.
Firstly, we calculate the commutator among a vertex op-
erator and each type of plaquette operator. Then we
move on to calculate the commutator of plaquette oper-
ators among each other.
Vertex operator and plaquette operator of type I share
two spins. The spins shared are shown in Fig.24 as circles
where σi is also specified. The commutator is readily ob-
tained taking into account that σzl and σ
x
l anticommute.
Therefore the result of the commutator is:
[Ari, B
I
r] = (1− (−1)2)σz1σx1σz2σx2 = 0. (B1)
Next we calculate the commutator of Ari and B
II
ri. These
two operators can be in two different positions with re-
spect to each other, as Fig.25 shows. If we study the
position shown in Fig.25 (a) and we remember that σzl
and Sl operators commute, we easily obtain :
[Ari, B
II
ri]a = (1− 1)S1σz1 = 0. (B2)
In position (b) of Fig.25, the two operators Ari and B
II
ri
share three spins. Calculating the commutator between
these two operators we get:
[Ari, B
II
ri]b =
(
1− (−1)2)σz1σz2σz3S1σx2σx3 = 0. (B3)
Ari
BIIri
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FIG. 25: We show in this figure the two possible related
positions between a vertex (blue solid lines) and a plaquette
operator of type II. The links where σxl is acting are plotted
in red solid lines, whereas Sl are shown in red dotted lines.
Following the notation introduced in Fig.24, the shared spins
are plotted as red and blue circles associated with different
operators depending on the colour. (a) and (b) represent the
two operators sharing one or three spins respectively.
The factors (−1) in the above formula come from the fact
that σx and σz anticommute. As it happens twice, the
commutator gives a zero.
Now, we move on to calculate the commutator among
vertex operator and plaquette operator of type III. The
Fig.26 illustrates the three possible positions where these
two operators can be. The commutator for each case is
obtained in the following. In Fig.26 (a) the two operators
share four spins. We only need to recall the anticommu-
tation rule for σxl and σ
z
l to work out the result:
[Ar2, B
III
rα↑]a = (1− (−1)4)σz1σz2σz3σz4σx1σx2σx3σx4 = 0.
(B4)
The next case is shown in Fig.26 (b). The operators share
only two spins and using the fact that σzl anticommutes
with σxl and Sj commutes with σ
z
j we get:
[Ari, B
III
rα↑]b = (1− (−1)2)σz1σz2σz3σx1σx2S3 = 0. (B5)
This calculation is very similar to the commutator that
appears in Eq.(B3). In Fig.26 (c), a vertex operator on
the upper layer is considered. Although the cover part of
the BIIIrα↑ remains in the lower layer, it shares two spins
with the chosen vertex operator. The commutator is cal-
culated in the following:
[Ar1, B
III
rα↑]c = (1− (−1)2)σz1σz2σx1σx2 = 0. (B6)
This finishes all possible combinations of vertex and pla-
quette operators. Now we focus on the commutator of
plaquette operators among themselves. We start with
BIr and B
II
ri. However, these operators do not have any
spin in common. The operator BIr only acts on the in-
terlayer space while BIIri is defined on the layers. Thus,
they trivially commute.
More interesting is the commutator between BIr and
BIIIrα↑, shown in Fig. (27). Now the two operators are
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(a)
BIIIr↵"
Ar2
 z1
 z2
 z3
 z4
 x1
 x2
 x3
 x4
(b)
BIIIr↵"
Ar2
 x1
 x2
 z1
 z2
S3
 z3
(c)
BIIIr↵"
 x1
 x2
 z1
 z2
Ar1
FIG. 26: This figure shows the three possible positions
among a vertex and a plaquette operator of type III. The
vertex operator and the spins where it acts are shown in blue.
The plaquette operator of type III together with σx and S are
illustrated in green. (a), (b) and (c) sketch the possibilities
considered in Eq. (B4), (B5) and (B6).
plaquette operators. The only spin they have in common
is located in the interlayer links. All plaquette opera-
tors act with σxl on the interlayer layer. Therefore they
trivially commute.
Finally, we solve the commutator of BIIri and B
III
rα↑. These
two operators have many possible position to be located.
BIr BIIIr↵"
 x1
 x1
FIG. 27: The figure shows an example of two plaquette
operators, one of type I and another of type II with a spin
in common. The shared spin is plotted twice, each circle
corresponding to BIr (in black) and B
III
rα↑ (in green)
However, the calculation for most of them resembles the
previous cases. The only non trivial position is the one
where they share twelve spins. This is possible when
a plaquette of type II is on top of the cover part of a
plaquette of type III. Although they share twelve spins
only five (represented in Fig. 28 with a σx or S operator
next to them) are important to work out the result of the
commutator:
[BIIIrα↑, B
II
ri, ] = (1− σz1σz2σz3σz4)σx1σx2S3σx4S1S2σx3S4.
(B7)
This commutator is non zero in general. Notice that if
the product σz1σ
z
2σ
z
3σ
z
4 equals to +1 then the commuta-
tor cancels. The mentioned product can be factorized in
vertex operators. Thus, it is 1 on the zero flux subspace
and the operators BIIri and B
III
rα↑ also commute.
After these extensive calculations through all the com-
mutators among vertex and plaquette operators, we have
demonstrated that the model proposed in this work, the
bilayer Double Semion, is a new exactly solvable example
of symmetry enriched topological order.
Appendix C: The geometrical obstruction to
formulate the DS model on a square lattice
Let us explain the fundamental obstruction to construct
the DS model on a square lattice. First, we introduce the
natural way to implement the DS model on a square lat-
tice, and then we shall give the intrinsic geometrical rea-
son that prevents one from succeeding in a task like this.
We consider a square lattice and a spin 1/2 on each link
of the lattice. The hamiltonian is the DS hamiltonian,
constructed as a sum of vertex and plaquette operators.
We recall the expression in Eq.(2):
H = −
∑
v
Av +
∑
p
Bp. (C1)
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,
S2
S1
 x1
 x2
 x4
S3
 x3
 z2
 x5
 z3  
z
4
 x5  
z
1
S4
= 1 
FIG. 28: The last commutator considered is pictured schematically in this figure. The brackets represent the commutator and
the result is shown in grey. The spins that BIIIrα↑ (green) and B
II
ri (red) share are represented by grey circles. The relevant σ
x
l
and Sl operators to calculate the commutator are shown next to the spins where they act.
Aˆv
Bˆp
FIG. 29: DS model on a square lattice: a vertex operator
(in blue) and a plaquette operator (in red) are shown. Links
on solid blue (red) lines represents σzl (σ
x
l ). The operator Sl
is indicated by dotted red lines.
The vertex and plaquette operators are defined as usual:
Av =
∏
i∈s(v)
σzi , Bp =
∏
i∈∂p
σxi
∏
j∈s(p)
Sj , (C2)
where Sj = i
(1−σzj )/2,
and s(v) are the four links entering a vertex v, the symbol
∂p is the set of links forming the boundary of a square
plaquette and the product over s(p) runs over the eight
links irradiating from plaquette p. A picture of a vertex
and a plaquette operator is shown in Fig.29.
We demand that the DS model on a square lattice be
well-defined and constitutes an exactly solvable model.
In order to check whether this holds true, we must calcu-
late the commutators among the operators in the hamil-
tonian. Vertex operators always commute among them-
selves since they are built from σz operators alone. More
intriguing is the commutation between vertex and pla-
quette operators. There are two distinct positions where
they share different number of spins as it is illustrated in
Fig.30. We calculate in the following the commutators
for both positions. First, we consider the situation when
(a) (b)
S1
 z1
 z1
 z2  
z
3
 z4
S1
S2 S3
S4
FIG. 30: This figure illustrates the two possible relative
positions between a plaquette operator (red) and a vertex
operator (blue) in the DS model. In both figures (a) (where
there is one spin shared) and (b) (where there are four spins
shared) common spins are represented by grey circles. The
operators that act on these spins are shown in the figure in
the corresponding color: blue for vertex operator and red for
plaquette operator.
the operators share only one spin (shown in Fig.30 (a)):
[Aˆv, Bˆp](a) = (1− 1)σz1S1 = 0. (C3)
This result is obtained taking into account that σzl and
Sl commute. Considering the position shown in Fig.30
(b), the commutator is calculated:
[Aˆv, Bˆp](b) = (1− (−1)2)σz1σz2σz3σz4σx1σx2S3S4 = 0. (C4)
To obtain the above result, we consider that the oper-
ators σzl and σ
x
l anticommute. Next, we calculate the
commutator between two plaquette operators. We re-
call from Appendix A that plaquette operators in the DS
model do not commute in the whole Hilbert space. The
model is well-defined on an invariant subspace called zero
flux subspace defined by:
Aˆv = +1. (C5)
This condition is equivalent to Eq.(A5) but on a different
lattice. Eq.(A5) is a product of three operators acting on
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(a) (b)
FIG. 31: The two possible relative positions for plaquette
operators in the DS model on a square lattice are shown.
Solid red lines represent the action of σzl on spins and dotted
red lines, the action of Sl. (a) corresponds to the case where
the two plaquette operators share four spins. In (b), seven
spins are shared by the two plaquette operators.
three different spins whereas Eq.(C5) implies a restriction
over four spins. As a consequence, any product of σzl that
can be factorized in vertex operators equals to one.
Notice though that two different relative positions among
plaquette operators are possible in this lattice. These
cases are shown in Fig.31.
In the first position, the plaquette operators share four
spins. The commutator is:
[Bˆp1, Bˆp2]a = (1− (+i)σz1(+i)σz2(−i)σz3(−i)σz4)× (C6)
× S1σx1S2σx2σx3S3σx4S4 =
= (1− σz1σz2σz3σz4)S1σx1S2σx2σx3S3σx4S4.
The result is graphically represented in Fig.32 (a) . The
product σz1σ
z
2σ
z
3σ
z
4 is indeed a vertex operator. Therefore,
the result is +1 in the zero-flux rule invariant subspace
and the model works fine thus far.
The commutator for Fig.32 (b) is:
[Bˆp, Bˆp]b = (1− (−i)σz2(+i)σz3(−i)σz5(+i)σz6)× (C7)
× S1σx2S3σx4σx5S6S7S1S2σx3σx4S5σx6S7 =
= (1− σz2σz3σz5σz6)σx2S2S3σx3σx5S5S6σx6 .
This commutator does not equal to zero on the invariant
subspace. The result can not be factorized into a product
of vertex operators. Therefore, the plaquette operators
do not commute and the DS model is not well-defined on
the square lattice.
We can conclude that the DS model can not be im-
plemented on a lattice with coordination number equal
to four. This fact creates a geometrical obstruction to
place the DS model on a square lattice. In the bilayer
DS model that is introduced in Sec.III, the DS model
is only implemented on the hexagonal layers. To build
a bilayer system, it is necessary to include a square ge-
ometry joining the two layers. As the square geometry
is incompatible with the DS model, it is not possible to
extend the DS model to the whole system. This is the
reason why a Kitaev-like model is included on the links
joining the layers in the bilayer DS model.
FIG. 32: Pictorial representation of the commutators of two
plaquette operators for the DS model on a square lattice. The
shared spins are represented by grey circles. Both (a) and (b)
figures sketch the result of the corresponding commutators.
The left hand side in (a) is multiplied by S1σ
x
1S2σ
x
2σ
x
3S3σ
x
4S4,
a factor that appears in Eq.(C6). The corresponding expres-
sion for (b) is in Eq.(C7) and the left hand side in the picture
is multiplied by σx2S2S3σ
x
3σ
x
5S5S6σ
x
6 .
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